Dear {{ insert first_name
'default=Colleague' }},

BIG news for our latest Clinerion Courier!
Thrilled to lead off this edition with a few major pieces of news. Clinerion's
global network now covers 409 M patients. And the patent for our deidentification technology, ANID, has been published.
We have not been resting on our laurels – we have a lot more activities to
support clinical research and leverage real-world data to update you on,
including a new white paper on identifying undiagnosed rare disease patients
through use of EHR and AI/ML, and contributing proposals for the betterment
of clinical research in Poland.
Our first two Clinerion RoadShow events, in Bosnia and Brazil, were huge
successes; we are continuing with more dates and locations. And, of course,
we continue to expand as a company!
Lastly: International Clinical Trials Day will be celebrated as usual on May 20th,
this year, and it's a good opportunity to remind ourselves why we do what we
do: to get better treatments out and improve the lives of patients around the
world.

BREAKING NEWS
Clinerion's Coverage Reaches 409 M Patient
Lives
"A great achievement and a big milestone for
Clinerion! I am proud of my amazing team. Within
our global, federated network, we now have
409 M patient lives available for clinical research.
We are ready to help overcome diversity and
inclusion challenges. Let's all work together to
enable more patients to benefit from innovative
treatments and to provide better patient
outcomes." - Barış Erdoğan, Clinerion CEO.
Clinerion's ANID Technology Gains Patent
Protection
Clinerion’s revolutionary ANID technology for deidentification and identification of patient record
data – a core feature in our Patient Network
Explorer – is now patent protected!
Read more >

Clinerion Publications
White Paper: Diagnosing Rare Diseases with
Electronic Health Records
Presenting Clinerion's latest white paper,
showcasing our work on identifying undiagnosed
rare disease patients by modelling diseasespecific phenotypes through use of Patient
Network Explorer, our global patient Electronic
Health Record network and Artificial Intelligence/
Machine Learning technologies, by Sinan Findik,
Douglas Drake, Baris Erdogan and Le Vin Chin.
Read more >
Report: Industry Clinical Trials In Poland.
Possibilities to increase number and scope of
trials in Poland
Did you know that Clinerion has significant
coverage in Poland? We recently contributed to
this report, sponsored by the Polish Association of
Innovative Pharmaceutical Companies
(INFARMA) and the Polish Association for
Employers of Contract Research Organizations
(POLCRO).
Clinerion's Douglas Drake contributed a chapter
on "Harnessing the Power of Electronic Health
Records to Increase Speed and Precision of
Clinical Trials."
Download the report >

Clinerion's White Papers & Publications page >

International Clinical Trials Day 2022

How did a watered-down cocktail
beat Napoleon Bonaparte? We
celebrate International Clinical Trials
Day 2022 with Douglas Drake
revisiting James Lind's original
clinical trial through a (slightly
irreverent) modern lens. Enjoy!

Happy International Clinical Trials
Day!

Read the article >

Read more >

Clinerion is dedicated to supporting
the development of innovative
treatments for the betterment of
patients. How do we do this?

The Clinerion Team Expands!
Welcome, Jackie!
We are thrilled to welcome Jackie Dowell, our new
Director, Site & Patient Networks, for the UK!
Jackie has experience in different fields of
management in the hospital environment and has
worked for the UK National Health Service in
various quality and innovation functions, including
Head of Service Delivery for UK & Europe.

Jackie Dowell

View Jackie's profile

Director - Site &
Patient Networks

Welcome, Claudia!
Also a great pleasure to welcome Claudia
Maucieri, Product Marketing Manager, Data &
Healthcare, to the team! Claudia began her
career as a sensory and consumer insight
scientist, and has most recently been leading
marketing initiatives worldwide in the global travel
retail industry.

View Claudia's profile

Claudia Maucieri
Product Marketing
Manager, Data &
Healthcare

Welcome, Toshifumi!

Toshifumi Mizokami
Site & Patient Networks
Manager, APAC

A warm and hearty welcome to Toshifumi
Mizokami, Site & Patient Networks Manager,
APAC! Toshi worked at IBM for over 30 years,
taking management and leadership positions in
technical and sales roles. Among them, he was
Business Unit Executive of Watson Health. He is
enthusiastic about life sciences topics such as
genomics, AI-based drug discovery and digital
therapeutics.

View Toshifumi's profile
We're Hiring!
Clinerion's currently looking for Site & Patient
Network Managers for Germany, France, Italy and
Spain! These positions will work remotely.
We are also looking for an IT Administration and
IT Security Engineer, a Frontend Developer
(Senior), and a Backend Developer for Processing
Medical Terminologies (Senior/Mid-Level), all
three based in Istanbul, Turkey, but with global
scope.
Might any of these be you or someone you know?
Check out the job descriptions >

Upcoming Events
Clinerion RoadShows
Clinerion is coming to meet you! Throughout 2022, we
are running roadshows to meet the hospitals and trial
sites in our network and to introduce ourselves to
potential new members! Where we have hospital sites
already, we are also looking forward to bringing
sponsors along for mutual introductions! Watch out for
more on our plans: we have already started planning our
next stops in Brazil (again), the Middle East, and Spain
...
43rd Turkish Congress of Endocrinology and Metabolic
Diseases
Dates: May 18-22, 2022
Location: Antalya, Turkey
See details and book a meeting >
International Clinical Trials Day 2022
Dates: March 22, 2022
Location: worldwide
See details and book a meeting >
SCRS Diversity Site Solutions Summit 2022
Dates: May 20, 2022
Location: Austin, Texas, USA
See details and book a meeting>
Global Oncology Site Solutions Summit 2022
Dates: May 21-22, 2022
Location: Austin, Texas, USA
See details and book a meeting>
Customer Engagement Europe 2022
Dates: May 24-25, 2022
Location: London, United Kingdom
See details and book a meeting>
Metabolic Diseases and Nutrition Congress 2022
Dates: May 28-June 1, 2022
Location: Hatay, Turkey
See details and book a meeting>
D|A|CH Symposium für klinische Prüfungen
Dates: May 30-31, 2022
Location: Salzburg, Austria
See details and book a meeting>
20th Cukurova Pediatrics Days
Dates: June 1-5, 2022
Location: Adana, Turkey
See details and book a meeting>
2022 ASCO Annual Meeting
Dates: June 3-7, 2022
Location: Chicago, Illinois, USA
See details and book a meeting>
European Site Solutions Summit 2022
Dates: November 14-15, 2022
Location: Lisbon, Portugal
Look out for Clinerion's booth!
See details and book a meeting>

Where can you meet us next? See all our Events attendance >
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